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Editorial Musings
Steve Bloom

By the time you read this, you will have had the opportunity
to volunteer (or be volunteered) for the five open positions
and may have already voted.  Remember -- if you don’t vote
and don’t volunteer, you really can’t bitch that much -- okay,
you can, but maybe you shouldn’t!

We’re now at 35 folks getting the newsletter digitally -- which
means 35 people have seen the For Sale items before you.
Eventually, the back issues will be posted on the website (when
either I get over to my brother’s DSL line or Embarq finally
installs one here). What goes with that is an idex to the articles
- which will include the 2008 issues which won’t be posted
until 2009.  So, if you’ve got the issues on your hard drive,
you can use the index to search them....

The Board has awarded the Walt Anderson Scholarship to
Butch Patterson - we can look forward to seeing his article(s)
somewhere down the road.

I’m scheduled to teach two of the intermediate classes at the
conference. If you plan to take them, I would like to hear from
you on what project(s) you might like. I’m currently leaning to
spoons, forks and ladles - stainless or copper bowls (which
means we cover annealing, dishing and planishing). But we
could do reflector candle stands or (heaven forbid), knives.
The problem is I need to make up my mind ASAP so the
materials can be acquired. Give me a call or drop me an e-mail.
Even if you’re not planning to take a class, I’m still interested
in knowing what is wanted/needed by our membership.

The trailer project is reaching completion - pictures next time.
What is done is the trailer itself - with telescoping hitch,
underslung baskets for the canopy poles, dual tool boxes (front
and back center), four pivoting (and removable) forges (on
the corners), three anvil-stalls with safety hold-downs (just
behind the front forges), and two post vises that lock to the
anvil stands with their own jaws. The forge legs travel in the
leg sockets - so they stick up above the forge decks, i.e., the
overall appearance looks like a drill rig.  Anvil stands, buckets,
the canopy itself and miscellaneous materials travel in the well
formed by the fenders, the anvil stalls, and the forges. And -

yes, Clyde - there are lights!

What remains is the final fabrication of the forge pots to the
tuyeres (one more trip to the plasma cutter), the rigging of
the electric blowers and associated electrical lines, and the
myraid things I haven’t thought of yet.  I’ll get pictures on
the website and in the next issue and the trailer will make its
debut at the conference.

Also next issue will be the hardness testing article - because
I’ll have time to work on it just as soon as the trailer is done.

Letters to the Editor
(we finally got one!)

I like the e-mail version that you (as editor) are providing for
the Clinker Breaker for several reasons.  One is that the
color is helpful and the product is much clearer with better
detail.  The previous copies printed on the grey paper didn’t
show the pictures/drawings etc. clearly.  Secondly, I can
print multiple copies if the original is written on or misplaced.
This was a great idea by you and all those involved.

All members with computer access should consider getting
their copy by e-mail for the quality of the product, not with-
standing, the cost savings for FABA.  The cost for the
printing and distribution of the Clinker Breaker is requiring
most of the member registration fees.   These savings could
be used to further enhance blacksmithing in Florida by
bringing and using additional talented smiths for
demonstrations at the regional level or state conference.

Another option would be to discount membership fees a
‘slight’ amount against the savings or a surcharge for printed
copies.  This should be considered and discussed by the
members and the FABA board in order to bring a consensus
to the issue.  --- Mel Wilber

[see this white space....it could have been used to print a
letter from you -- or help display your contribution. Mel
and Clyde stepped forward -- what about you?]
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September 2008
NE 06 Barberville - open forges & more work on the still

(? - nothing from Ken this month - Editor)
NW 13 The Benny Prince’s, Farmers Heritage Museum in

Cairo, Georgia. Please bring a covered dish and your “Iron
In The Hat” items.

SE     20  Boy Scout Camp until further notice.
SW 27 Wolfe Forge - Making a decorative grill item.  Also

we will be completing the table for the annual meeting.
Demo starting at 9AM,  Lunch - Bring a dish to share and
BRING an Iron in the HAT item.

NE Region

SW Region

NW Region

SE Region
Boy Scout Camp: from I-95
exit go east onto
Indiantown Rd, go north
(left) onto Island Way (1st
traffic light).  Stay on it until
it ends at Country Club Dr.
Go left—it ends at the
entrance to Boy Scout
Camp.

Upcoming Events
The calender includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is
welcome everywhere. Come to more tham one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following
Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary
so check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge. Prospective members are always
welcome.  Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM and
you’ll need to bring lunch if not otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional
Coordinators:

Northeast Region Ken Knight 352-339-0629 Ironken@AOL.com
Northwest Region Billy Christie 850-421-1386 chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
Southeast Region Ed Aaron 561-748-9824 edaaron9824@bellsouth.net
Southwest Region Jerry Wolfe 941-355-5615 wolfeforge@juno.com
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Future Events
All - Oct 10-12 - Annual conference - Barberville
SW -  Oct 25 - Looking for good ideas.
SW - Nov 22  - Let's get started on our "iron" Holiday Gifts

Report from the Northwest
Billy Christie

.The July 12, 2008 meeting was held at Rick & Joyce Jay’s
Bear Creek Metal Craft in Fountain, Florida. We had twenty
six people sign in on that hot and muggy day.

Our feature demonstrator was John Butler who made a
copper skimmer with a mild steel handle. He started with a
4” round copper disc (that Rick had cut out using his plasma
cutter). Using a short piece of PVC pipe that was about 3”
in diameter, John hammered the copper disc gently down
into a saucer shape. After he got it to the desired shape, he
blandishes it to make it as smooth as possible. Next he
used ketchup and a paper towel to polish it to a bright
finish. The handle was made from mild steel; one end is
split and each side of the split is tapered and then hammered
out flat, then shaped like a wide Y so that they can be
drilled and riveted to the copper skimmer. The other end of
the handle is forged out to the desired shape, with the very
end forged out to a long taper on one side and then bent
around to form a loop to hang it up by. It looked ‘first-rate.’
Jim Labolito (Preacher) made a copper ladle with a steel
handle. The main difference between a skimmer and a ladle
is the angle and shape of the handle.

The “Buck In The Bucket” brought in $61.00.  Thank you
Angelia Hobby for drawing the winning tickets (Five free
tickets for any hand forged idem donated).

A delicious lunch that consisted of fried chicken, covered
dishes, and deserts was served, by Joyce and her terrific
helpers.

The September 13, 2008 meeting will be held at Benny
Prince’s, “Farmers Heritage Museum,” in Cairo, Georgia.
Intersection of US Hwy 84 and Road 188 (at the Rite-Aid
Pharmacy):  go East on 188 about 1&3/10 mile, turn left on
Woodland (at Faith Christian Church), go 2&6/10 mile to
Prince Road (second dirt road on right) turn right and go 8/
10 mile to mail box #392 and turn right and go down drive
way 5/10 mile to Farmers Heritage Museum. Hope to see
you there.

Report from the Southeast
Ed Aarons

 Not much to write about, I missed our July 19th meeting,
but so did a lot of others. Ralph and Nathan arrived but left

after no one else showed up.   Both Ralph and I are requesting
someone to volunteer to host a meeting. . A couple or more
would be great. Only 4 more months left in this year...   Also,
we need to have a meeting where several (or all) of us can
attend and discuss our projects for the Conference auction.

 If anyone would be interested in meeting at my house to
discuss the Conference Auction after the Aug. meeting, let
me know and I'll convince my wife, or I can swing by the B.S.
Camp after I get through with work ...  but we do need to meet
and get going.

 Get back to me or Ralph about hosting a meeting.

Report from the Southwest
Jerry Wolfe

July 26th -
Tandova, Inc.
in Tampa were
our hosts.
Had a very
good meeting
attended by 19
folks who
e n j o y e d
hearing how
w e l d e d
dinosaurs ( triceratops) were made. See some pictures of
sculptures by Greg Ecenia.  Greg said he just starts with the
back bone and puts it all together. Sure looks realistic.  Also
demonstrated was a plasma cutter cutting a compressed gas
cylinder to make a bell (check out the use of wheels to make
cutting a cylinder a LOT easier - Editor).

We had a tour of many props and creations in the full-service
theatrical scenery and props shop

A special thanks to Lisa Anne Conner for organizing this
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excellent meeting.
A special thanks
for all the food, no
one went away
hungry.

Notices, For Sales & Want-Ads

Board Meeting & Business
At the conference, 6:00 PM (10/10/2008)  in the main building.
All members are welcome to attend. The revised Bylaws are
now posted on the FABA website.

BLACKSMITH COAL
Greetings from the Pioneer Settlement!  The good news is:
the Settlement will have plenty of blacksmithing coal available,
before, during and after the conference. The bad news: due
to the tremendous increase in fuel cost, we have to increase
the price for a 100lb bag to $35.00 - after the conference! As a
conciliatory gesture to all our friends we will be able to hold
the price to $30.00 from August 1 through Oct 12,2008;
thereafter we are faced with the cost (especially freight) for
the new shipment and unfortunately will have to implement
the $35.00/bag price tag.

Anybody who wants to prepay and secure coal at the lower
price please contact the Settlement at 386-749-3353 (direct
line to Gudrun in bookkeeping) or mail your order with
payment to PSCA/COAL, P.O. Box 6, Barberville, FL 32105.
Accepted forms of payment: cash, money orders, checks,
MasterCard and Visa. Our hopes are, economic situation

permitting, that we will be able to maintain the $35.00 price for
quite some time into the future.

Bar K Blacksmith Supply in Zephyrhills is offering 100 lb
bags.  Contact Kim at 1-800-800-2023.

FOR SALE:
 Ingersoll-Rand 5 hp air compressor -  60 gal 125 psi with a
new head ($55.00 for new head)  and about 10 air tools  Asking
$600.00

Tire Hammer designed by Clay Spencer and built at a
blacksmith workshop.  Asking $2000.00

Gear Driven lathe 110 (Needs work)  Asking $400

Call Dennis Stiffler  - 813 831 0454

Tire Hammers:
John Wayne Taylor builds Clay Spenser - Ray Clontz style
tire power hammers ($2200 unpainted and $2500 painted). Mr.
Taylor can be reached at (334) 514-2254 (home) or (334) 399-
0032 (cell); 325 Balm Rd, Wetumpka, AL 36092

Position Available:
Penland School of Crafts, Penland, NC is looking for an
Iron Studio Coordinator. Contact Simone Travisano, Studio
Manager, Penland School of Crafts, PO Box 37, Penland, NC
28765 or simonetravisano@penland.org. (preferably before
8/29 but open until filled)

Contributions from our Members

Signs
Clyde Payton

When your region has its monthly meeting it is very helpful
to set out some simple signs near the site to show attendees
where to turn.  Always point the horn of the anvil in the
direction of the turn – i.e. if the horn points right, turn right.  If
the horn points left, turn left.  The Regional Program
Coordinator can be the “custodian” of these signs.  Make
these signs as a group project for one of your regional
meetings.

I like to paint these signs white for maximum visibility.  I also
like to paint ‘FABA” on each side of the anvil.  Construct
them so that they stand about 3 to 4 feet tall and stable
enough to withstand a moderate wind.  Build them well and
they will last a lifetime.  Following is one way to make them.

These signs are in the shape of an ANVIL silhouette with the
anvil being about 14” to 20” in length.  The anvil is mild steel
sheet and 1/8” is thick enough.  Mike Bettinger cut the anvils
out on his computer operated plasma cutter – a wonderful
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machine!  You can also cut out your anvils with an O/A
torch, and then dress the edges pretty with your angle grinder.

Next cut off two pieces of 2”x2” angle iron about 6” long.
Clamp these two pieces evenly together cheek to cheek –
layout 2 punch marks about 1” from top and 1” from end on
the face of one of the pieces.  Drill 1/4” holes in each of the
punch marks.

Next position the anvil upright on a flat surface and center
one of the 6” pieces of angle iron on the bottom of the anvil’s
edge with the two 1/4” holes flush to the upright surface of
the anvil – mark through the 2 holes with a silver colored
“Sharpie” marker – center punch your two silver dots exactly
in the center and drill two 1/4” holes in the anvil.  Now bolt
the 2 angle pieces to the anvil (use lock washers).  Now you
will have a 6”x4” flat surface underneath to which you will
mount a pipe flange.  (Obviously you can also wire weld the
two pieces of 2”x2” angle iron to the bottom edge of the
anvil).

You can use a 3/4” pipe flange or a 1/2” – I like a 3/4” flange
and pipe.  Center the pipe flange to the 4”x6” flat surface with
2 of the holes in the middle of one of the angle pieces and the
other 2 holes in the middle of the other angle piece – mark
through the 4 holes with your silver marker.  Center punch
these 4 holes & drill 1/4” holes.  Mount with 4 more 1/4”
bolts.

Cut approximately 30” to 36” pieces of pipe and thread each
end.  (Lowe’s and Home Depot will cut/thread your pipe if
you can’t do it for yourself.)

Now you are ready for the base which can be square,
rectangle, or round and can be wood or a piece of mild steel
plate.  It is important that the base be heavy enough to keep
the sign stable in moderate winds – you don’t want it to blow
over!  If you use wood use 2” thick – if you use M.S. plate do
not go over 1/4” thick.  A base 12”to 18” in diameter should
be large enough to make a stable sign.

Now take your second pipe flange and center it upon the
base – mark through the 4 holes in the flange with silver
marker – center punch the 4 silver dots and drill 1/4” holes in
the base.

Screw the 2nd pipe flange to the pipe, and then mount the
anvil sign and post to the base using four 1/4” bolts.

If you have used a wood base counter sink the four holes on
the underneath side so as to make the bolt heads flush when
the sign post if mounted to the base – (insert the bolts from
the bottom so that the thread end sticks up.

If you have used M/S plate for a base mount the sign post
with the bolt heads showing on top and screw on lock washers
and nuts underneath.  Trim off any excess bolt threads even
with the nut with your side grinder.  To make this arrangement
sit evenly, weld three or four large nuts to the underneath
edges or corners of the base plate.  If you have used a round
base weld three nuts to the edge 120 degrees apart.  If you
have used a square or rectangle base plate weld one nut to
each corner.  These welded-on nuts will make your sign sit
upright evenly – be sure all your large nuts are the same
thickness.

Now your sign is complete – paint it white – paint your name
on it or print FABA on it.  After your paint is well dried give
the anvil two coats of clear polyurethane or clear acrylic –
this will give it a nice “sheen” and make the paint job last
longer.

I acquired a set of these signs from the conference auction
(donated by Clyde) and haven’t had to go looking for
cardboard before a meeting at my shop in years. I did add a
blue border because the white sand in the background on
my drive made seeing the anvil a bit difficult. They don’t eat
much, so get some! -- Editor.

Book review
Mel Wilber

Practical Blacksmithing, compiled and edited by M. T.
Richardson, Weathervane Books, 1978.

This book is a compilation of four volumes originally
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published as separate volumes in 1889, 1890, and 1891.  M. T.
Richardson was the editor of a trade publication for “The
Blacksmith and Wheelwright”.

Although the original volumes covered many topics as
pertinent to that era, the methods still apply to today’s
blacksmith.  For anyone interested in acquiring (collecting)
blacksmithing tools, this book has a great number of drawings
of tools.  This includes tools for specific tasks that the
blacksmith, wagon-maker, carriage maker or mechanic might
have used.  There were 45 or greater number of different tong
configurations which could be made in multiple sizes.  Swages
were also of a great number.  There were a number of styles
for making forges, chimneys, hoods, and correcting draft
problems which apply to present day smithies. The various
topics had multiple entries/essays by contributors to the
original trade journal that gave different methods for
accomplishing similar tasks.

 A partial listing of chapter topics is:

* Ancient and Modern Hammers
* Anvils and Anvil Tools
* Blacksmith Tools
* Iron and Steel
* Fullering and Swaging
* Emery Wheels and Grindstones
* Welding, Brazing and Soldering
* Making Chain Swivels
* Tires, Cutting, Bending, Welding and Setting
* Resetting Old Springs
* Tables of Iron and Steel
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The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)  is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote, and preserve the art
of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.  FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership
includes a subscription.  We solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA chapter newsletters may reprint non-
copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.  You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

FABA Officers
President  Rex Anderson 850-385-9259 rranderson00@comcast.net
Vice President Charles (Hippie) Pate 850-997-6986 -unknown-
Treasurer Juan Holbrook 352-374-8888 juanylindagrace@aol.com
Secretary Jim Labolito 850-567-6464 fernforge@comcast.net
Program Chairman Mark Stone 850-668-9527 markham62@comcast.net
Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sabloom@ironflower.com
Past President Bill Robertson 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com
Trustee NE Kathy Thomas 386-985-4756 ramsheadstudios@bellsouth.net
Trustee NW Ron Childers 850-878-8537 munlaw2@hcsmail.com
Trustee SE Ralph Nettles 561-747-5489 -unknown-
Trustee SW Jerry Wolfe 941-355-5615 wolfeforge@juno.com

Steve Bloom, Editor; P.O. Box 760; Archer, FL 32618; (352) 528-6508 or smith@blacksmithing.org; http://www.blacksmithing.org

Send application & a membership fee of $25.00 to

Juan Holbrook, FABA Treasurer
6418 NW 97 Court
Gainesville, FL 32653

Make check out to FABA.  Your FABA membership begins when we
receive your payment and lasts one year  Membership is for a family.

Don’t list me in the directory [____]

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Founding member Southern Blacksmith Association.
Date __________   New        Renewal

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

The Florida  Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
Juan Holbrook, Membership Records
6418 NW 97 Court
Gainesville, FL 32653

September 2008

1st Class
Postage


